To ensure traffic safety in vehicular communications, safety-critical messages must be delivered with stringent quality of services (QoS) requirements in terms of ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC). Most of existing work on vehicular communications mainly focused on the queueing delay analysis from the upper layer aspect while leaving the physical layer untouched. To reduce the latency, the channel blocklength for packet transmission is finite, which incurs transmission rate degradation and higher decoding error probability. In this case, conventional resource allocation based on Shannon capacity achieved with infinite blocklength codes is not optimal. Security is another critical issue in vehicular communications, and physical-layer security is a promising technique that can ensure the confidentiality for vehicular communications as no additional channel uses are needed for the key exchange as in the conventional upper-layer cryptography method. This paper is the first work to study the security issue of a vehicular communication system with URLLC. Specifically, we adopt the security capacity formula under finite blocklength and consider two optimization problems: weighted throughput maximization problem and total transmit power minimization problem. Each optimization problem is non-convex and challenging to solve, and we develop efficient methods to solve each optimization problem. Simulation results confirm the fast convergence speed of our proposed algorithm and demonstrate the performance advantages over existing benchmark algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) has attracted extensive research attention from both car manufacturers and telecommunication industries. The main goal of ITS is to increase road safety.
The key enabling technology is vehicular communication [1] , in which there is a fixed base station located near the road side [2] , sending safety-critical messages to nearby vehicles such as speed control command, lane-keeping support, intersection crash avoidance, emergency brake warning, etc. To avoid car accidents, these messages require to be transmitted with stringent quality of services in terms of high reliability (e.g., 10
−9 ) and ultra-low latency (e.g., 1 ms). Hence, the research on ultra reliable low latency communications (URLLC) in vehicular communications is imperative for the realization of ITS.
Recently, some initial efforts have been devoted to this research area [3] - [6] . Specifically, the sum power minimization problem was studied in [3] while guarantee the queueing latency and reliability. The Lyapunov stochastic optimization method was adopted to solve this stochastic optimization problem. In contrast to [3] where the average queue length limit has been imposed, higher-order statistics of the queue distribution was considered in [4] , in which the extreme value theory was utilized to facilitate the application of Lyapunov stochastic optimization method. The throughput maximization problem of vehicular networks was considered in [5] , where queueing theory was adopted to derive the expression of queueing reliability and latency. The bipartite matching was proposed to solve the spectrum reusing pattern optimization problem. The authors in [6] studied the sum ergodic capacity maximization problem by jointly performing spectrum and power allocation with guaranteed the latency violation probability at the vehicles, where the effective capacity theory was used to solve this problem.
The above-mentioned papers [3] - [6] mainly focused on the queueing delay analysis from the link layer perspective. However, the safety-critical messages generally contain small amount of data, and the buffer at the base station may allocate dedicated memory for each transmission link.
In this case, the queueing delay or queueing overflow probability can be ignored. In this case, the physical layer transmission become the fundamental bottleneck of the system performance in terms of delay. The primary feature associated with URLLC compared with conventional human-to-human communications is its short packet transmission, which is adopted to guarantee the ultra-low latency. In this case, the law of large numbers is not valid and Shannon capacity cannot be applied to characterize the system capacity. Knowing that short blocklength is adopted in URLLC, the decoding error probability will not approach zero even when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is arbitrarily high. If Shannon capacity expression is directly applied for transmission design, the reliability and latency will be underestimated, and the QoS cannot be guaranteed.
In [7] , the authors first derived the approximate expression of the data rate for a point-to-point AWGN channel under the case of finite channel blocklength, which is a function of the SNR, channel blocklength, and decoding error probability. Recently, this information-theoretical result has been adopted to design the resource allocation in various communication systems, e.g., simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) system in [8] , unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications in [9] , [10] , non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) in [11] , mobile edge computing in [12] and factory automation scenario in [13] , [14] .
In addition to latency and reliability, another critical issue in vehicular communications is the security [15] , and the information leakage to an eavesdropper may cause life safety issues.
For example, for a vehicular communication system in Fig. 1 , the eavesdropper may hack the legitimate vehicle's information and its unique sequence, and then pretend to be the access point sending false and misleading information to the legitimate vehicle, which may cause fatal car accidents. Conventionally, the security is enhanced through cryptography at the upper layers of the communication system. However, the secret key exchange and management is complicated and needs additional channel uses to accomplish these protocals. In URLLC, the channel blocklength is limited, and the cryptography method may not be applicable in URLLC applications. On the other hand, physical layer security, which exploits the nature of wireless channels, is more favourable for URLLC as the complicated key exchange procedure is unnecessary. Recently, physical-layer security has been extensively studied in existing literature [16] - [19] . However, infinite blocklength is assumed in these papers, and the security capacity is defined as the highest coding rate that there always exists a pair of channel encoder and decoder such that both the decoding error probability at the legitimate receiver and the information leakage to the eavesdropper can be made arbitrarily small when the channel blocklength is sufficiently large.
Unfortunately, the security capacity formula based on the infinite blocklength assumption is not applicable for secure URLLC applications. There is only a limited number of works studying the secrecy rate under finite blocklength [20] , [21] . Most recently, the approximate security capacity formula under finite blocklength has been derived in [20] , which is more complicated than the simple point-to-point communication system in [7] . Based on this information-theoretical result, the authors in [21] analyzed the performance of secure short-packet communications in a mission-critical IoT system with an eavesdropper. However, the resource allocation based on this result has not yet been studied.
Against the above background, in this paper, we study the resource allocation problem for a secure vehicular communication system under short packet communications. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) We first consider the weighted sum throughput (WST) maximization problem by jointly optimizing the bandwidth unit and power allocation, while guaranteeing the total power and bandwidth constraints. This optimization problem is chanllenging to solve due to the following reasons. First, this problem involves the discrete variables associated with the number of bandwidth unit allocation. Second, the optimization variables are coupled in the objective function. Hence, this problem is a non-convex mixed-integer programming. To handle this problem, we develop an efficient iterative algorithm based on the principles of block coordinate descent (BCD) along with the successive convex approximation (SCA) method to solve this problem. Both the convergence and complexity analysis are provided.
Greedy search method is adopted to convert the continuous variables into discrete ones.
2) We then jointly optimize the power and channel bandwidth unit allocation to minimize the total transmit power (TTP) for a secure vehicular communication system under short packet communications, while guaranteeing the minimum security capacity of each vehicle and the total channel blocklength. The optimization problem is a non-convex and mixed-integer programming problem, and NP-hard to solve. We first express the power for each vehicle as a function of channel blocklength, and relax the discrete constraint for the channel blocklength to continuous variables. We provide a sufficient condition when the channel blocklength allocation problem is a convex optimization problem, and this condition holds for typical URLLC application scenarios. Greedy method is used to convert the continuous solutions to discrete solutions.
3) Finally, simulation results confirm the performance advantage of the proposed algorithm over the benchmark solutions such as the conventional long packet transmission scheme, which verifies the importance of adopting the security capacity formula under finite channel blocklength in the system design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. System model and problem formulation is provided in Section II. Weight throughput maximization problem is solved in Section III, while total transmit power minimization problem is considered in Section IV. Simulation results along with related discussions are shown in Section V. Finally, conclusions of this paper are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System model
We consider a downlink vehicular network as depicted in Fig. 1 , in which an access point (AP) transmits confidential control signals to K wireless connected vehicles within its coverage.
Meanwhile, there is an eavesdropper that aims to intercept the critical control signals transmitted by the AP. The AP, vehicles, and the eavesdropper are assumed to be equipped with a single antenna. Due to low-latency transmission, it is not feasible to allocate different time slots to all vehicles. Instead, we assume that all the vehicles are allocated with orthogonal frequency bands while transmitting over the same time duration, denoted as T .
In practical systems, the frequency band is divided into multiple basic bandwidth units with bandwidth B 0 . Each vehicle is assumed to operate in different frequency bands and the total frequency bandwidth allocated to the kth vehicle is denoted as B k = n k B 0 , where n k denotes the number of bandwidth units allocated to the kth vehicle. We assume that the total bandwidth allocated to all the vehicles should be no larger than channel coherence bandwidth W c . It is assumed that W c is divisible by B 0 , which can be expressed as W c = n max B 0 . Therefore, we
Then, the number of channel uses allocated for the kth vehicle is given by B k T . In URLLC, the transmission duration T is extremely small, which is shorter than the channel coherence time.
Hence, the channels from the AP to the vehicles and the eavesdropper stay constant over each transmission. The channels from the AP to the kth vehicle and the eavesdropper are denoted as h k ∈ C and h e ∈ C, respectively.
Then, the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the kth vehicle is given by
where p k is the transmit power for the kth vehicle, and g
v,k denoting the noise power spectrum density at the kth vehicle. It is assumed that the eavesdropper can access to all the frequency bands occupied by K vehicles. Thus, when the eavesdropper attempts to eavesdrop the kth vehicle's information, the received SNR at the eavesdropper is given by
where g e = |h e | 2 /(σ 2 e B 0 ) and σ 2 e is the noise power spectrum density at the eavesdropper.
B. Achievable Secrecy Data Rate Under Finite Blocklength
It is well-known that when the number of channel uses is sufficiently large and the transmission data rate is lower than the secrecy capacity, we can always find a channel coding scheme such that both the decoding error probability and information leakage can be made as small as possible.
However, in URLLC, the transmission blocklength (or the number of channel uses) is finite to guarantee low latency, and short blocklength transmission suffers from a non-zero decoding error probability and non-negligible information leakage.
Based on [20] , for a given channel blocklength N k = B k T , to guarantee a maximum decoding error probability of k at the kth vehicle, and a secrecy constraint on the information leakage of δ k , a lower bound on maximum secrecy communication rate (bit/s/Hz) can be approximated by:
where
denotes the maximum secrecy capacity that can be achieved under infinite channel blocklength, V
−2 , x ∈ {v, e} is the channel dispersion which characterizes the random variability of a channel with respect to a deterministic channel with the same capacity [13] , and 
In the following two sections, we aim to jointly optimize the number of bandwidth units and the power allocation to maximize the weighted sum throughput (WST) and minimize the total transmit power (TTP), respectively.
III. WEIGHTED SUM THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION
In this section, we aim to maximize the WST of all vehicles through jointly optimizing the number of bandwidth units and the power allocation. Specifically, we first provide the problem formulation. Then, one efficient algorithm is proposed to solve the optimization problem.
A. Problem Formulation
For the case when the AP places more emphasis on the amount of information transmitted, we aim to jointly optimize the power allocation and the bandwidth unit allocation to maximize the WST of all vehicles while guaranteeing the total power constraint at the AP, and the total number of available bandwidth units. Thus, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
k is a positive weight factor used to ensure the fairness among the vehicles and N + denotes the non-negative integer set. Inequalities (7b) and (7c) correspond to the total power constraint and total bandwidth constraint, respectively.
Constraint (7d) means that the integer constraint for the number of bandwidth units. Note that R k = 0 when p k = 0, which ensures the non-negative value of R k in the optimal solution.
Problem (P1) is a mixed integer programming problem due to the non-negative integer constraints on n. To make it tractable, we relax the integer n to continuous variables, and then convert the continuous solutions into integer ones. Therefore, Problem (P1) is relaxed as follows:
However, Problem (P2) is still difficult to solve since p and n are coupled together. To circumvent this difficulty, we adopt the block coordinate descent (BCD) to decouple these optimization variables. In particular, we optimize one set of variables while keeping the others fixed, and vice versa. Then, each subproblem is solved in an iterative manner. Specifically, Problem (P2)
is decoupled into two subproblems as
where Problem (P2 − 1) corresponds to the optimization of power allocation p with given channel blocklength allocation n, while Problem (P2 − 2) is the optimization of channel blocklength n with given p. Each subproblem will be solved in the following subsections.
B. The Solution of (P2-1)
In this subsection, we aim to solve the power allocation of Problem (P2 − 1) with given n.
To this end, we first defineḡ
, and L
. Then,
Since
Before solving Problem (P2 − 1), we first analyze the concave-convex property of R k (p k ) with respect to (w.r.t.) p k . To this end, we first show that both functions f k (p k ) and y k (p k ) are concave w.r.t. p k as proved in the following lemma.
Proof : Please refer to Appendix A.
According to Lemma 1, both f k (p k ) and y k (p k ) are concave w.r.t. p k . Hence, for given n, the objective function of Problem (P2 − 1) is a difference of two concave functions, and thus is a non-concave function w.r.t. p k . As a reslut, Problem (P2 − 1) is a non-convex optimization problem, and the globally optimal solution is difficult to find. However, Problem (P2 − 1)
belongs to a class of difference of convex (DC) problems [22] , where the objective is to maximize a difference of two concave functions. This type of optimization problem can be efficiently solved by using the successive convex approximation (SCA) method, which solves the DC problem in an iterative manner.
Denote the solution of p in the (i − 1)-th iteration as
. By exploiting the concavity of y k (p k ) and Jensen's inequality, we have
where β k (p
, and is given by
By replacing y k (p k ) with the right hand side (RHS) of (12), we obtain the optimization problem to be solved in the ith iteration, which is given by:
where the constant values have been omitted in the objective function. Note that the objective function of Problem (P2 − 1 − a) is a concave function and its constraints are affine functions of p. Then, Problem (P2 − 1 − a) is a convex optimization problem. The optimal solution of Problem (P2 − 1 − a) can be found in the following theorem.
Theorem 1:
The optimal solution of Problem (P2 − 1 − a) is given by
where [x] + is equal to max{x, 0} and η
Otherwise, λ is the root of the following equation:
Proof : Please refer to Appendix B.
we need to find a λ to satisfy Equation (16) . For the case of p k (λ) > 0, by taking the first-order derivative of p k (λ) w.r.t. λ, we have
C. The Solution of (P2-2)
In this subsection, our aim is to solve Problem (P2-2) by optimizing the number of bandwidth units with given power allocation. For simplicity, we first defineÑ
, andL
where z
2 , x ∈ {v, e}. Before solving Problem (P2-2), we first analyze the concave-convex property of R k (n k ). In particular, the following lemma shows that F k (n k ) and G k (n k ) are concave functions w.r.t. n k .
Lemma 2: F k (n k ) and G k (n k ) are concave w.r.t. n k , and thus R k (n k ) is the difference of two concave functions F k (n k ) and G k (n k ).
Proof : Please refer to Appendix C.
Then, similar to the optimization of power allocation, we adopt the SCA method to solve Problem (P2-2). By denoting the solution n in the (j − 1)-th iteration as n (j−1) and using Lemma 2 and Jensen's inequality, we have
where α k (n
and is given by
By replacing α k (n
) with the RHS of (19) , the subproblem to be solved in the jth iteration is given by
where the constant terms are omitted in the objective function.
Note that the objective function of Problem (P2 − 2 − a) is a concave function of n k and the constraints are affine functions. Hence, Problem (P2 − 2 − a) is a convex optimization problem.
In the following, we provide a low-complexity algorithm to obtain the globally optimal solution by using the Lagrangian dual decomposition method [23] . Since Problem (P2 − 2 − a) is a convex optimization problem and the slater's condition is satisfied, the dual gap is zero and the original problem can be solved by solving its dual problem. Specifically, we introduce the non-negative Lagrange multiplier µ ≥ 0 corresponding to the constraint of the total number of bandwidth units, and the partial Lagrange function of Problem (P2 − 2 − a) is given by
The dual function can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
Then, the dual problem is given by
To solve the dual problem (24), we need to first obtain the expression of dual function Y (µ), which needs to solve Problem (22) with given µ. For given µ, Problem (22) can be decoupled into K independent optimization problems, and the optimization problem associated with the kth vehicle is given by
The first-order derivative of L k (n k , µ) w.r.t. n k is derived as
Since L k (n k , µ) is a concave function, the optimal solution of Problem (25) can be derived as follows:
• If
≤ 0, the optimal n k for given µ is given by n k (µ) = 0;
> 0, the optimal n k should satisfy the equation
, and its root is denoted as n k (µ). As L k (n k , µ) is a concave function,
is a decreasing function w.r.t.
n k . Thus, n * k (µ) can be obtained by the bisection search method when µ is given. Next, we turn to solve the dual problem by finding the optimal µ. The optimal value of µ should satisfy the complementary slackness condition for the constraint (7c):
From (27), if K k=1 n k (0) ≤ n max holds, the optimal solution is given by n k (0), ∀k; Otherwise, the optimal µ should satisfy W (µ) = K k=1 n k (µ) = n max . In contrast to the power allocation solution in (14) , the bandwidth unit allocation n k (µ) cannot be expressed in an explicit function of µ. As a result, the monotonicity of n k (µ) w.r.t. µ cannot be proved by checking the sign of the first-order derivative. To deal with this issue, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3: W (µ) is a monotonically decreasing function w.r.t. µ.
Proof : Please refer to Appendix D.
Based on Lemma 3, the optimal µ can be obtained by using the bisection search method. 6 until p converges;
Given n (j−1) , calculate n (j) by solving Problem (P2 − 2 − a), and j ← j + 1;
11
until n converges;
12
Update n (t) = n and set t ← t + 1;
2) Convergence Analysis: In the tth outer iteration, the SCA algorithm is adopted to solve Problem (P2 − 1 − a) to find the power allocation solution. Based on the property of SCA algorithm [24] , the SCA algorithm is guaranteed to converge. Then, we have R
. Afterwards, the SCA algorithm is used to find the channel bandwidth unit solu-
which shows the solutions obtained by the BCD algorithm are monotonically increasing. In addition, due to the power and total bandwidth limits, there exists an upper bound on the total throughput. Hence, the BCD algorithm is guaranteed to converge. . Hence, the BCD algorithm can converge to the locally optimal solution in polynomial time computational complexity.
E. Integer Conversion for n
In general, the solution of n obtained from the BCD algorithm is positive continuous values, which may violate the integer constraints. In this part, we provide a greed search method to convert the continuous solution into integer ones. Specifically, denote the solution of n obtained by the BCD algorithm asn = {n 1 , · · · ,n K }. The integer conversion problem is a combinatorial optimization problem, and it requires exponential time complexity to find the globally optimal solution. In the following, we propose a low-complexity algorithm based on the greedy search method to find a suboptimal solution. Firstly, we set the initial value of the solution as n k = n k , ∀k, where · denotes the flooring operation. Then, there are
n k bandwidth units that are not allocated. The remaining task is to allocate these bandwidth units to the vehicles. The main idea of the greedy search method is that each time we allocate one bandwidth unit to the vehicle with the highest increment of the total throughput. Denote n = {n 1 
given n, we adopt the SCA algorithm to solve Problem (P2 − 1), and denote the optimal value of the total throughput as R (n). Then, the vehicle index to be allocated one bandwidth unit is given by k * = arg max k∈K {R (ñ k ) − R (n )}, where K denotes the set of all vehicles. For the k * vehicle, update n k = n k + 1. Repeat the above procedure until all the remaining bandwidth units are allocated, and the power allocation is updated accordingly based on the final integer solution.
IV. TOTAL TRANSMIT POWER MINIMIZATION
In this section, we consider that each vehicle has a minimum number of bits requirement, and minimize the TTP by jointly optimizing the bandwidth unit and power allocation. We first provide the problem formulation and then propose one efficient algorithm to solve the problem.
A. Problem Formulation
In some application scenarios where the power consumption of the AP is of great concern, the design paradigm should be shifted to the energy efficient design by minimizing the power consumption. Specifically, we aim to jointly optimize the bandwidth unit and power allocation to minimize the TTP while guaranteeing each vehicle's minimum throughput requirement and the budget of the total available bandwidth units. Mathematically, this optimization problem is formulated as follows:
where D min k is the minimum throughput requirement of the kth vehicle. In the following, we always assume that the problem is feasible.
Problem (P3) can be readily known as a mixed-integer programming problem due to the integer constraint on the number of bandwidth units, which is NP-hard to solve. We notice that the objective function of Problem (P3) is not related to the number of bandwidth units and only depends on the power allocation. Hence, the BCD algorithm that alternatively optimizes the bandwidth unit and power allocation is not applicable. In the following, we assume that the problem is feasible and we propose one low-complexity algorithm to solve this problem.
B. Approximation Method
The complicated expression of data rate R k makes Problem (28) difficult to solve. To make it tractable, we approximate V 1. This approximation has been widely adopted in the current literature [14] , [25] . Defineh
the achievable data rate can be approximated as
Since V x k < 1,R k is actually a lower bound of the original data rate
By substituting (29) into Problem (P3), we can now optimize the channel blocklength allocation N (N = {N 1 , · · · , N K }) and the power allocation p, which is formulated as
where W c is the coherence channel bandwidth. Due to the discrete constraint on N k , Problem (P4) is difficult to solve. To solve this problem, we first remove this constraint and relax it to continuous values, which is given by
When Problem (P4-a) is solved, we convert the continuous N k s into discrete values.
We first solve Problem (P4-a). Obviously, for any given channel blocklength allocation N k , R k is a monotonically increasing function of p k . Hence, inequality (30b) holds with equality at the optimal point. Then, the power allocation can be expressed as a function of N k :
, and
guarantee that N k is positive, by using p k (N k ) > 0, we can obtain the lower bound of N k as
By substituting (32) into Problem (P4-a) and considering the lower bound of N k , we have
Then, in the following theorem, we provide a sufficient condition when p k (N k ) is a convex function.
Theorem 2: By defining
monotonically decreasing and convex function w.r.t. N k when the following condition holds:
Proof : Please see Appendix E.
Fortunately, the RHS of (35) only depends on the long-term system parameters such as D min k , k , and δ k , which is not related to the relative channel gains. For a typical URLLC vehicle communication system, the number of transmission bits for each vehicle is around 100 bits (i.e., D min k = 100), the decoding error probability k is about 10 −9 , the information leakage δ k is roughly 10 −2 . Then, the value of the RHS of (35) can be calculated as 23.9. Hence, when N k ≤ 572, the inequality in (35) holds. For a typical system, the channel coherence bandwidth is around 0.5 MHz, and the transmission delay requirement is 1 ms. Hence, the total number of channel uses is 500, which should be allocated among all vehicles. Then, the number of channel uses allocated to each vehicle is much smaller than the value of 500. As a result, for practical communication systems, the inequality in (35) holds and thus p k (N k ) is a convex function.
Since constraints (30c) and (33) are affine functions, Problem (P4 − b) is a convex problem, which can be solved by using Lagrangian dual decomposition method. We first introduce a positive Lagrange multiplier ς associated with constraint (30c), the partial Lagrangian function
We first need to obtain the optimal N by minimizing L(N , ς) over N for a given ς:
We denote the optimal N k for given ς as N k (ς). For given ς, L(N , ς) is a convex function, and thus the optimal N k (ς) can be obtained as follows: Once obtaining the optimal N k (ς), we can obtain the sum of all channel uses defined as
We need to solve the following equation to find the optimal dual variable ς:
If F (0) ≤ W c T , then the optimal ς is equal to zero. Otherwise, we need to solve the equation
By using a similar method as in Lemma 3, we can prove that F (ς) is a monotonically decreasing function of ς. Hence, the bisection search method can be used to find the equation of F (ς) = W c T .
Denote the solution obtained from Problem
Obviously, the solutionN obtained by using the above the Lagrangian dual decomposition method do not satisfy the discrete constraint in (30e). Hence, we need to transferN to satisfy its discrete constraint.
As mentioned before, this kind of problem is a combinatorial optimization problem, which is NP-hard to solve. We again adopt the greedy search method to solve this problem. 
For the k th vehicle, we allocate one bandwidth unit to it and update N k = N k + B 0 T . Repeat this procedure until
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms. Unless specified otherwise, the adopted simulation parameters are given as follows: 
A. Weighted Sum Throughput Maximization
In this subsection, we provide simulation results to evaluate the performance of the BCD algorithm in Algorithm 1 for the WST maximization problem. The distances between the AP and the vehicles are assumed to be randomly generated within 100 m ∼ 120 m, and the following results are obtained by averaging over 200 vehicle location generations.
In Fig. 2 , we illustrate the convergence behavior of the BCD algorithm for various number of vehicles. It is observed from this figure that the BCD algorithm converges rapidly for all considered values of K, and roughly ten iterations are sufficient for the convergence of the BCD algorithm. Fig. 2 also shows that larger number of vehicles leads to slower convergence speed.
The reason is that larger number of vehicles corresponds to more optimization variables to be optimized and require more iterations.
Next, we compare the performance of the proposed BCD algorithm with the conventional long packet transmission, where the penalty terms in (4) are not considered and the throughput of vehicle k is given by
The BCD algorithm can be directly applied by setting some parameters to zero. This algorithm is labeled as 'Conventional'. Fig. 3 shows the WST versus the total power limit for various decoding error probabilities at the vehicles. As expected, the WST of each algorithm increases with the maximum available transmit power as higher transmit power will increase the value of SNR. The proposed BCD algorithm is observed to outperform the conventional long packet transmission scheme, and the performance gap increases with the transmit power limit. This may be due to the fact that larger transmit power corresponds to a higher value of SNR, and thus V x k will approach one. Then, the impact of the penalty terms will increase, which is not considered in the conventional long packet transmission scheme. We can also find from this figure that a lower value of the decoding Number of Iterations Conventional, 0 k = 10
Proposed, 0 k = 10
Conventional, 0 k = 10 !9 Fig. 3 : WST versus the total power limit.
error probability requirement brings a lower WST. This is because when δ k is large, the value of Q −1 (δ k ) increases, thus leading to larger values of the penalty terms. It is again observed that the performance of the proposed BCD algorithm is better than the conventional long packet transmission scheme. Fig. 5 shows the WST versus the number of vehicles. It is found from this figure that the WST achieved by the proposed BCD algorithm increases with the number of vehicles as we can employ the multiuser diversity to achieve higher performance. In contrast, the WST of the conventional long packet scheme first increases with K and then decreases with K. The main reason is that the conventional long packet scheme targets at optimizing (40) without considering the penalty incurred due to the short packet transmission. The solution that maximizes (40) may not perform well for the short packet throughput formula in (6) . This again emphasizes the importance of optimizing the short packet throughput formula in URLLC applications.
Coherence Bandwidth (Hz) #10 Conventional, 0 k = 10
Conventional, 0 k = 10 
B. Total Transmit Power Minimization
In this subsection, we consider the performance of the proposed method in Section IV for the TTP minimization problem. The distance between the AP and the vehicles are set as: In Fig. 7 , we investigate the impact of the decoding error probability requirement of the vehicles on the TTP. It is observed that the TTP required by all the methods decrease with k .
This can be explained as follows. According to (4) , the data rate R k is a monotonically decreasing function of k . When k is small, more power is required to achieve the desired data amount requirement. Again, the proposed algorithms are observed to have better performance than the Equal BU Allocation method, especially when the decoding error probability is extremely small.
Packet Size D (bits) Decoding Error Probability The impact of the channel bandwidth on the system performance is shown in Fig. 8 . We can find from Fig. 8 that the TTP required by all the methods decreases with the channel coherence bandwidth. This is mainly due to the fact that when the channel coherence bandwidth increases, the total number of channel users increases, which can enhance the data rate. It is interesting to observe that when the channel coherence bandwidth is sufficiently large, the proposed algorithms can only achieve negligible performance advantage over the Equal BU Allocation method, which implies the equal bandwidth unit allocation is nearly optimal for large channel coherence bandwidth. Unfortunately, for vehicle communications where the vehicles move fast, the channel coherence bandwidth cannot be very large. Hence, it is crucial to carefully allocate the limited channel bandwidth resources.
Finally, in Fig. 9 , we study the impact of the number of vehicles on the system performance where the channel coherence bandwidth is assumed to be W c = 1 MHz. It is observed that the sum power increases rapidly with the number of vehicles. This is because when the number of vehicles is large, the number of bandwidth units allocated to each vehicle will decrease, which requires more power to transmit the targeted data amount. We first prove that f k (p k ) is a concave function. The second-order derivative of f k (p k ) w.r.t.
where the last inequality holds sinceḡ
Hence, y k (p k ) is a concave function w.r.t. p k . As a result, R k (p k ) is the difference of two concave functions f k (p k ) and y k (p k ), which completes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF THEOREM 1
Let us define λ ≥ 0 and µ = {µ 1 , · · · , µ K } as the non-negative dual variables associated with the total power constraint (7b) and the individual non-negative power constraint (7e), respectively.
The Lagrangian function of Problem (P2 − 1 − a) can be formulated as
Since Problem (P2 − 1 − a) is a convex optimization problem, the globally optimal solution satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions as follows:
Note that µ k , ∀k are slack variables in the first equation, which can be eliminated. We then have:
, ∀k,
By defining η (i−1) k (λ) in Theorem 1, the KKT conditions in (45) can be rewritten as
If η (i−1) k (λ) > 1, the conditions in (46) hold only when p k > 0. This can be proved by using contradiction method. Assume that p k = 0. Then, based on the second condition of (46), we
, which contradicts the condition of η
hold. Then, based on the first condition of (46), p k should satisfy the following equation:
and its solution is given in (14) in Theorem 1.
On the other hand, if η (i−1) k (λ) ≤ 1, then p k must be equal to zero. This can also be proved by using contradiction method. Assume that p k > 0. Then, based on the first condition of (46), the equation in (47) should hold, and p k is derived as: which contradicts the assumption of p k > 0. Hence, p k must be equal to zero.
Combining the above two cases, the optimal solution of p k is given in (14) in Theorem 1.
The remaining part of Theorem 1 can be readily proved by using similar analysis for the total power constraint, details of which are omitted for simplicity.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 2
We first prove that F k (n k ) is a concave function w.r.t. n k . With some manipulations, the second-order derivative of F (n k ) w.r.t. n k is given by 
where the inequality holds sinceḡ e k <ḡ v k . Hence, F k (n k ) is a concave function w.r.t. n k . Now, we start to prove that G k (n k ) is also a concave function w.r.t. n k . With some manipulations, the second-order derivative of G k (n k ) w.r.t. n k is given by
is given by
Then, combining (50) and (49), we know that
is also a concave function w.r.t. n k , and R k (n k ) is the difference of two concave functions F k (n k ) and G k (n k ).
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 3
We consider a pair of dual variables µ 1 and µ 2 , where µ 1 ≥ µ 2 . Denote n k (µ 1 ) and n k (µ 2 )
as the optimal solution of Problem (25) when µ = µ 1 and µ = µ 2 , respectively. Since n k (µ 1 ) is the optimal solution of Problem (25) when µ = µ 1 , we have
Furthermore, n k (µ 2 ) is the optimal solution of Problem (25) when µ = µ 2 , we have
By adding these two inequalities and simplifying them, we have (n k (µ 1 ) − n k (µ 2 )) (µ 2 − µ 1 ) ≥ 0. Since µ 1 > µ 2 , we have n k (µ 1 ) < n k (µ 2 ). Then, by summing all these K inequalities, we have
. Hence, W (µ) is a monotonically decreasing function of µ.
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We first prove its convexity. With some manipulations, the second-order derivative of p k (N k ) w.r.t. N k is calculated as
where Ξ(N k ) and Φ(N k ) are given by
As a result, there exists only one real solution for (57), which is given by
Thus, the unique solution of equation (56) is given by t * k = x * k − v k /3u k . Based on the above discussion, we can conclude that when t k < t * k = x * k − v k /3u k , Ξ(t k ) is positive and p k (N k ) is a convex function. Now we proceed to prove that p k (N k ) is a monotonically decreasing function when inequality (35) holds. The first-order derivative of p k (N k ) w.r.t. p k is given by
Since p k (N k ) is a convex function when inequality (35) holds, p k (N k ) is a monotonically increasing function. Then, we have
In consequence, p k (N k ) is a monotonically deceasing function when inequality (35) holds.
